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Outline  
  
•  SKA1 science objectives  
 
 
•  current status of SKA1 design work  

•  recent SKAO activities  

 
 



Overview of SKA headline science 
   (not in order of priority) 
 
1)  Pulsar surveys and timing 

–  Does general relativity fail? 

2)  The Cradle of Life & Astrobiology 
–  How do solar systems form and where could life emerge? 

3)  Galaxy Evolution and Cosmology 
–  How do galaxies get their gas and form stars? 

4)  Cosmic magnetic fields   
–  When did ordered magnetic fields in galaxies form? 

5)  Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of Reionization 
–  When did the first galaxies form and begin to reionize the Universe? 
 

6)   Radio transients and Exploration of the Unknown 

SKA1 LOW 

SKA1 MID 



 
  

SKA science book 2015  
  
•  135 chapters  
 
 
•  2000 pages 
 
 
•  1200 authors 
 
 
•   9 kg 

                                      https://www.skatelescope.org/books/ 



 
  

Science 
Objectives 
  

Science&
Goal& SWG& Objective&

SWG&
Rank&

1" CD/EoR' Physics"of"the"early"universe"IGM"6"I."Imaging" 1/3"
2" CD/EoR' Physics"of"the"early"universe"IGM"6"II."Power"spectrum" 2/3"
3" CD/EoR' Physics"of"the"early"universe"IGM"6"III."HI"absorption"line"spectra"(21cm"forest)""" 3/3"
4" Pulsars'' Reveal"pulsar"population"and"MSPs"for"gravity"tests"and"Gravitational"Wave"detection"" 1/3"
5" Pulsars'' High"precision"timing"for"testing"gravity"and"GW"detection" 1/3"
6" Pulsars'' Characterising"the"pulsar"population" 2/3"
7" Pulsars'' Finding"and"using"(Millisecond)"Pulsars"in"Globular"Clusters"and"External"Galaxies" 2/3"
8" Pulsars'' Finding"pulsars"in"the"Galactic"Centre" 2/3"
9" Pulsars'' Astrometric"measurements"of"pulsars"to"enable"improved"tests"of"GR" 2/3"
10" Pulsars'' Mapping"the"pulsar"beam" 3/3"
11" Pulsars'' Understanding"pulsars"and"their"environments"through"their"interactions" 3/3"
12" Pulsars'' Mapping"the"Galactic"Structure" 3/3"
13" HI' Resolved"HI"kinematics"and"morphology"of"~10^10"M_sol"mass"galaxies"out"to"z~0.8" 1/5"
14" HI' High"spatial"resolution"studies"of"the"ISM"in"the"nearby"Universe. " 2/5"
15" HI' Multi6resolution"mapping"studies"of"the"ISM"in"our"Galaxy" 3/5"
16" HI' HI"absorption"studies"out"to"the"highest"redshifts."" 4/5"
17" HI' The"gaseous"interface"and"accretion"physics"between"galaxies"and"the"IGM" 5/5"
18" Transients' Solve"missing"baryon"problem"at"z~2"and"determine"the"Dark"Energy"Equation"of"State" =1/4"
19" Transients' Accessing"New"Physics"using"Ultra6Luminous"Cosmic"Explosions" =1/4"
20" Transients' Galaxy"growth"through"measurements"of"Black"Hole"accretion,"growth"and"feedback" 3/4"
21" Transients' Detect"the"Electromagnetic"Counterparts"to"Gravitational"Wave"Events" 4/4"
22" Cradle'of'Life' Map"dust"grain"growth"in"the"terrestrial"planet"forming"zones"at"a"distance"of"100"pc" 1/5"
23" Cradle'of'Life' Characterise"exo6planet"magnetic"fields"and"rotational"periods" 2/5"
24" Cradle'of'Life' Survey"all"nearby"(~100"pc)"stars"for"radio"emission"from"technological"civilizations." 3/5"
25" Cradle'of'Life' The"detection"of"pre6biotic"molecules"in"pre6stellar"cores"at"distance"of"100"pc." 4/5"
26" Cradle'of'Life' Mapping"of"the"sub6structure"and"dynamics"of"nearby"clusters"using"maser"emission." 5/5"
27" Magnetism' The"resolved"all6Sky"characterisation"of"the"interstellar"and"intergalactic"magnetic"fields" 1/5"
28" Magnetism' Determine"origin,"maintenance"and"amplification"of"magnetic"fields"at"high"redshifts"6"I." 2/5"
29" Magnetism' Detection"of"polarised"emission"in"Cosmic"Web"filaments" 3/5"
30" Magnetism' Determine"origin,"maintenance"and"amplification"of"magnetic"fields"at"high"redshifts"6"II." 4/5"
31" Magnetism' Intrinsic"properties"of"polarised"sources" 5/5"
32" Cosmology' Constraints"on"primordial"non6Gaussianity"and"tests"of"gravity"on"super6horizon"scales."" 1/5"
33" Cosmology' Angular"correlation"functions"to"probe"non6Gaussianity"and"the"matter"dipole"" 2/5"
34" Cosmology' Map"the"dark"Universe"with"a"completely"new"kind"of"weak"lensing"survey"6"in"the"radio.""" 3/5"
35" Cosmology' Dark"energy"&"GR"via"power"spectrum,"BAO,"redshift6space"distortions"and"topology." 4/5"
36" Cosmology' Test"dark"energy"&"general"relativity"with"fore6runner"of"the"‘billion"galaxy’"survey." 5/5"
37" Continuum' Measure"the"Star"formation"history"of"the"Universe"(SFHU)"6"I."Non6thermal"processes" 1/8"
38" Continuum' Measure"the"Star"formation"history"of"the"Universe"(SFHU)"6"II."Thermal"processes" 2/8"
39" Continuum' Probe"the"role"of"black"holes"in"galaxy"evolution"6"I.""" 3/8"
40" Continuum' Probe"the"role"of"black"holes"in"galaxy"evolution"6"II."" 4/8"
41" Continuum' Probe"cosmic"rays"and"magnetic"fields"in"ICM"and"cosmic"filaments."" 5/8"
42" Continuum' Study"the"detailed"astrophysics"of"star6formation"and"accretion"processes"6"I."" 6/8"
43" Continuum' Probing"dark"matter"and"the"high"redshift"Universe"with"strong"gravitational"lensing."" 7/8"
44" Continuum' Legacy/Serendipity/Rare."" 8/8"

"

•  Arranged by 
SWG 

•  Arbitrary order 
of SWG groups 

•  SWG priority 
order within 
each group 



 
  

Highest Priority Science Objectives 
  

Science&
Goal& SWG& Objective&

SWG&
Rank&

1" CD/EoR' Physics"of"the"early"universe"IGM"6"I."Imaging" 1/3"
2" CD/EoR' Physics"of"the"early"universe"IGM"6"II."Power"spectrum" 2/3"
4" Pulsars'' Reveal"pulsar"population"and"MSPs"for"gravity"tests"and"Gravitational"Wave"detection"" 1/3"
5" Pulsars'' High"precision"timing"for"testing"gravity"and"GW"detection" 1/3"
13" HI' Resolved"HI"kinematics"and"morphology"of"~10^10"M_sol"mass"galaxies"out"to"z~0.8" 1/5"
14" HI' High"spatial"resolution"studies"of"the"ISM"in"the"nearby"Universe. " 2/5"
15" HI' Multi6resolution"mapping"studies"of"the"ISM"in"our"Galaxy" 3/5"
18" Transients' Solve"missing"baryon"problem"at"z~2"and"determine"the"Dark"Energy"Equation"of"State" =1/4"
22" Cradle'of'Life' Map"dust"grain"growth"in"the"terrestrial"planet"forming"zones"at"a"distance"of"100"pc" 1/5"
27" Magnetism' The"resolved"all6Sky"characterisation"of"the"interstellar"and"intergalactic"magnetic"fields" 1/5"
32" Cosmology' Constraints"on"primordial"non6Gaussianity"and"tests"of"gravity"on"super6horizon"scales."" 1/5"
33" Cosmology' Angular"correlation"functions"to"probe"non6Gaussianity"and"the"matter"dipole"" 2/5"

37+38" Continuum' Star"formation"history"of"the"Universe"(SFHU)"–"I+II."Non6thermal"+"Thermal"processes" 1+2/8"

"

•  Arranged by SWG 

•  Arbitrary order of SWG groups 

•  Priority order within each group 



•   cosmic lighthouses  

•   masses: ~1.4 M¤ within 20km 

•  B ~ 4.4×1013 Gauss 

•   periods: 1.4ms to 8.5s 

SKA1 MID: >350 MHz 
•  timing precision increase by ~100x 
 
•  discovery of exotic pulsars and binaries: PSR-BH 

 
  

Pulsar surveys and timing  

	  
	  - ~30,000 normal pulsars 
 - ~2,000 millisecond psrs  
 - ~100 relativistic binaries 
 - first pulsars in Galactic Centre 
 - first extragalactic pulsars 

(Cordes	  et	  al.	  2004;	  Kramer	  et	  al.	  2004;	  Smits	  et	  al.	  2009;	  Pulsar	  SWG)	  

Current estimates are that 100% of the Galactic population will accessible with SKA2 



•  millisecond pulsars can be very precise astrophysical clocks, eg: 
PSR B1937+21, period = 1.5578064688197945 +/- 0.0000000000000004 
	  
•  Timing	  residuals	  between	  ms	  pulsars	  can	  be	  used	  to	  directly	  detect	  the	  

gravitaEonal	  wave	  background	  (SMBH	  mergers)	  

Pulsar surveys and timing: testing general relativity 

Figure: Champion 

prediction: 
Hellings & Downs 1983 
Figure: Hobbs 

correlation between msp timing residuals 
                         



The Cradle of Life: exoplanets 

•  At SKA1-low frequencies (<100MHz), we will 
be sensitive to radio burst emission from hot 
Jupiters: measure rotation periods  

  (Zarka ea, SKA science book) 

 

 

from Gregg Hallinan 

Predicted radio emission from known 
exoplanets (Lazio et al 2004) 

Zarka 1998 



Phase I of the Square Kilometer Array 

Science drivers for SKA phase II:  
~350 – 1500 MHz 

     
 The radio-wavelength view of galaxies 

•  21cm spin-flip transition of Hydrogen in emission      HI gas masses  
 
•  HI traces interstellar medium kinematics       galaxy dynamical masses 

•  Radio continuum synchrotron and free-free emission      star-formation rates    



Atomic HI gas in nearby galaxies  
simulated HI                                observed HI                         simulated HI                       observed HI      

•  How do galaxies interact with the surrounding `Cosmic Web’ (feeding and feedback) 
 
SKA1 will probe low column density HI in nearby Universe (nHI ~ 1018 cm-2) 
 
(Staveley-Smith and Oosterloo; Popping ea, SKA science book) 

Images courtesy of Tom Oosterloo (HI science working group) 



(Blake & Moorfield) 

•  Constraining Dark Energy models with redshift-resolved BAO 
measurements as a “cosmic ruler’’ 

HI Cosmology with SKA:  
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations 

(A
bdalla et al 2010; B

ull et al. 2014) 



(Blake & Moorfield) 
Anderson et al. 2012, 2014 

•  Constraining Dark Energy models with redshift-resolved BAO 
measurements as a “cosmic ruler’’ 

HI Cosmology with SKA:  
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations 



•  Reduced uncertainty on the dilation factor which depends on the 
evolution of dark energy  

HI Cosmology with SKA:  
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations 

  

  Distance scale forecasts

(Bull ea, SKA science book) HI predictions using SKADS simulation 
(Santos ea, SKA science book) 



Measuring the Star Formation History of the 
Universe 

CCAT 350 µm

Euclid, H<24

ALMA, 1.3mm > 90 µJy

JVLA-COSMOS
(VLASS, 10 deg2?)

Wuyts et al 2013, z∼1 
Hα–based SFR-maps 

3.
4”



4”


Cibinel et al 2014, z∼2 
UV-based SFR-maps (Prandoni and Seymour; Jarvis ea; Murphy ea 

SKA science book) 
•  sensitivity to star formation out to z ~ 4 
 
• Resolved imaging of star forming disks out to z ~ 2 



SKA1 polarization studies of the intergalactic medium 

 

•  SKA1-LOW (300 MHz) or MID (600MHz): direct detection and imaging of non-thermal 
emission in clusters (Ferrari ea; Cassano ea) and cosmic filaments (Bonafede ea; Vazza ea) 

 

simulated galaxy clusters and filaments (Bonafede, Vazza and magnetism SWG; Vazza et al. 2009) 



SKA1 polarization studies of the intergalactic medium 

MACSJ1752.0+4440 
X-ray (107-108 K) 
325 MHz radio 

simulated galaxy clusters and filaments (Bonafede, Vazza and magnetism SWG; Vazza et al. 2009) 
 

•  SKA1-LOW (300 MHz) or MID (600MHz): direct detection and imaging of non-thermal 
emission in clusters (Ferrari ea; Cassano ea) and cosmic filaments (Bonafede ea; Vazza ea) 

 



Headline Magnetism Science 

•  3D magnetic tomography of the Galaxy and distant universe; 
from current 1 RM deg-2, SKA1: 300 deg-2 to SKA2: 5000 deg-2 

      (Johnston-Hollitt ea, SKA science book) 

The Astrophysical Journal, 767:150 (14pp), 2013 April 20 Akahori et al.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional RM map of the NGP with 30! " 30! FOV for ADON30. Panels from left to right show RM maps due to: the regular components of the
electron density and the GMF only; the random components only; both the regular and random components; and a map binned in 2! " 2! pixels. The Galactic celestial
coordinates are shown in the leftmost panel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

DM, which is determined only by the global, regular component,
is 22 and 25 pc cm#3 toward the NGP and SGP, respectively,
while the observed value is $23–26 pc cm#3. We note that the
NE2001 model, from which we get the regular component, was
designed to reproduce observations including DM. The EM in
our model is 1.5 (1.0) and 2.3 (1.6) pc cm#6 toward the NGP
and SGP, respectively, for Vrms = 30 (15) km s#1, which is
in a good agreement with the observed value, $1–2 pc cm#6.
Our model also reproduces the overall distribution of EM at
|b| > 60! presented by Hill et al. (2008). Details are given in
Appendix B.

2.3. Rotation Measure Map

The RM toward a source outside the Galaxy is defined as

RM (rad m#2) = 0.81
! 0

smax

neB%ds, (3)

where ne, B%, and the path length s are in units of cm#3, µG,
and pc, respectively. Conventionally RM is positive when the
LOS magnetic field points toward us, and smax is the maximum
distance along the LOS up to the outer edge of our model space.
In this paper, we calculate the RM only due to the GMF. We do
not include other possible contributions, such as the RM due to
the IGMF, the intrinsic RM at sources, and observational errors.
We discuss those in Section 4.

We consider a square FOV of 900 deg2 with 30! on a side
centered on each of the Galactic poles, which is comparable to
the FOVs of RM observations toward the NGP and SGP (Mao
et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011). In addition, we also consider a
square FOV of 200 deg2 with 14.!14 on a side. The smaller
FOV is roughly that proposed for the dense aperture array of the
SKA (Faulkner et al. 2010). The smaller FOV is also used to
check the FOV dependence of RM statistics. To see structures
in angular separations of !0.!3 for which the second-order SF of
observed RMs is available (Mao et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011), we
choose the angular resolution of pixels to be "0.!3. The numbers
of pixels we use are Npix = 2562 and 1282 for 900 deg2 and
200 deg2 FOVs, respectively.

We calculate RMs with Equation (3) assuming one extra-
galactic radio source in each pixel, and construct mock RM
maps. For each map, we randomly rotate stacked simulation
boxes around the axis parallel to the regular magnetic field in
Table 1 (keeping the direction of the regular magnetic field)
and randomly shift box centers to avoid the repeat of the same
grid zones which would make artifacts in statistics. When the
integration reaches the top of a simulation box, the integration

proceeds into the next stacked box and the integration is contin-
ued. If the integration reaches the side of the simulation box, we
apply the periodic boundary condition to the side, and replicate
the box beyond the side.

We obtain 200 mock maps for each model listed in Table 1
and each FOV, and calculate statistical quantities. The quantities
shown below in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are the averages for 200
RM maps.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Two-dimensional Map

Figure 5 shows sample maps over a 30! "30! FOV. Maps due
to the regular components in the model ADON (leftmost panel)
and due to the random components in one of the 200 simulations
for ADON30 (second panel) are shown. The combined map due
to the regular and random components (third panel) as well
as the binned map of median RMs in 2! " 2! pixels (rightmost
panel) are also shown. We can see that the regular components of
density and magnetic field alone produce large-scale structures
of up to the FOV size. The structures highlight B% as induced by
the radial and azimuthal components of the spiral and toroidal
fields (the model shown does not include a poloidal field).
The random components of density and magnetic field, on
the other hand, produce complex structures, such as clump-
like and filament-like features, on angular scales of $1!–10!.
Such structures persist in the combined map.

Mao et al. (2010) showed binned maps of median RMs in
2! " 2! pixels toward the NGP and SGP, which were produced
from observational data. The maps display structures of a few
to several degrees. In our model, such structures are mostly the
consequence of the random components of density and magnetic
field (rightmost panel). Our results indicate that the random
components mainly produce the observed RM structures on
scales less than several degrees, while the regular components
contribute to larger scale structures.

3.2. Contribution from Regular Components

We first examine the statistics of RMs in maps due to
the regular components alone. We calculated the average,
µ =

"
RM/Npix, and the standard deviation, ! = {

"
(RM #

µ)2/(Npix # 1)}1/2, in maps for the models and FOVs we
consider. The resulting values are shown in Table 3. The
average is mainly determined by the existence of the poloidal
component of the GMF; µ $ 0 rad m#2 without the poloidal
component, or µ $ #4.8 rad m#2 and +5.6 rad m#2 toward the
NGP and SGP, respectively, if the dipole poloidal component

6
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional RM map of the NGP with 30! " 30! FOV for ADON30. Panels from left to right show RM maps due to: the regular components of the
electron density and the GMF only; the random components only; both the regular and random components; and a map binned in 2! " 2! pixels. The Galactic celestial
coordinates are shown in the leftmost panel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

DM, which is determined only by the global, regular component,
is 22 and 25 pc cm#3 toward the NGP and SGP, respectively,
while the observed value is $23–26 pc cm#3. We note that the
NE2001 model, from which we get the regular component, was
designed to reproduce observations including DM. The EM in
our model is 1.5 (1.0) and 2.3 (1.6) pc cm#6 toward the NGP
and SGP, respectively, for Vrms = 30 (15) km s#1, which is
in a good agreement with the observed value, $1–2 pc cm#6.
Our model also reproduces the overall distribution of EM at
|b| > 60! presented by Hill et al. (2008). Details are given in
Appendix B.

2.3. Rotation Measure Map

The RM toward a source outside the Galaxy is defined as

RM (rad m#2) = 0.81
! 0
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neB%ds, (3)

where ne, B%, and the path length s are in units of cm#3, µG,
and pc, respectively. Conventionally RM is positive when the
LOS magnetic field points toward us, and smax is the maximum
distance along the LOS up to the outer edge of our model space.
In this paper, we calculate the RM only due to the GMF. We do
not include other possible contributions, such as the RM due to
the IGMF, the intrinsic RM at sources, and observational errors.
We discuss those in Section 4.

We consider a square FOV of 900 deg2 with 30! on a side
centered on each of the Galactic poles, which is comparable to
the FOVs of RM observations toward the NGP and SGP (Mao
et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011). In addition, we also consider a
square FOV of 200 deg2 with 14.!14 on a side. The smaller
FOV is roughly that proposed for the dense aperture array of the
SKA (Faulkner et al. 2010). The smaller FOV is also used to
check the FOV dependence of RM statistics. To see structures
in angular separations of !0.!3 for which the second-order SF of
observed RMs is available (Mao et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011), we
choose the angular resolution of pixels to be "0.!3. The numbers
of pixels we use are Npix = 2562 and 1282 for 900 deg2 and
200 deg2 FOVs, respectively.

We calculate RMs with Equation (3) assuming one extra-
galactic radio source in each pixel, and construct mock RM
maps. For each map, we randomly rotate stacked simulation
boxes around the axis parallel to the regular magnetic field in
Table 1 (keeping the direction of the regular magnetic field)
and randomly shift box centers to avoid the repeat of the same
grid zones which would make artifacts in statistics. When the
integration reaches the top of a simulation box, the integration

proceeds into the next stacked box and the integration is contin-
ued. If the integration reaches the side of the simulation box, we
apply the periodic boundary condition to the side, and replicate
the box beyond the side.

We obtain 200 mock maps for each model listed in Table 1
and each FOV, and calculate statistical quantities. The quantities
shown below in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are the averages for 200
RM maps.
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to the regular components in the model ADON (leftmost panel)
and due to the random components in one of the 200 simulations
for ADON30 (second panel) are shown. The combined map due
to the regular and random components (third panel) as well
as the binned map of median RMs in 2! " 2! pixels (rightmost
panel) are also shown. We can see that the regular components of
density and magnetic field alone produce large-scale structures
of up to the FOV size. The structures highlight B% as induced by
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the other hand, produce complex structures, such as clump-
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the regular components alone. We calculated the average,
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional RM map of the NGP with 30! " 30! FOV for ADON30. Panels from left to right show RM maps due to: the regular components of the
electron density and the GMF only; the random components only; both the regular and random components; and a map binned in 2! " 2! pixels. The Galactic celestial
coordinates are shown in the leftmost panel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

DM, which is determined only by the global, regular component,
is 22 and 25 pc cm#3 toward the NGP and SGP, respectively,
while the observed value is $23–26 pc cm#3. We note that the
NE2001 model, from which we get the regular component, was
designed to reproduce observations including DM. The EM in
our model is 1.5 (1.0) and 2.3 (1.6) pc cm#6 toward the NGP
and SGP, respectively, for Vrms = 30 (15) km s#1, which is
in a good agreement with the observed value, $1–2 pc cm#6.
Our model also reproduces the overall distribution of EM at
|b| > 60! presented by Hill et al. (2008). Details are given in
Appendix B.

2.3. Rotation Measure Map

The RM toward a source outside the Galaxy is defined as

RM (rad m#2) = 0.81
! 0

smax

neB%ds, (3)

where ne, B%, and the path length s are in units of cm#3, µG,
and pc, respectively. Conventionally RM is positive when the
LOS magnetic field points toward us, and smax is the maximum
distance along the LOS up to the outer edge of our model space.
In this paper, we calculate the RM only due to the GMF. We do
not include other possible contributions, such as the RM due to
the IGMF, the intrinsic RM at sources, and observational errors.
We discuss those in Section 4.

We consider a square FOV of 900 deg2 with 30! on a side
centered on each of the Galactic poles, which is comparable to
the FOVs of RM observations toward the NGP and SGP (Mao
et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011). In addition, we also consider a
square FOV of 200 deg2 with 14.!14 on a side. The smaller
FOV is roughly that proposed for the dense aperture array of the
SKA (Faulkner et al. 2010). The smaller FOV is also used to
check the FOV dependence of RM statistics. To see structures
in angular separations of !0.!3 for which the second-order SF of
observed RMs is available (Mao et al. 2010; Stil et al. 2011), we
choose the angular resolution of pixels to be "0.!3. The numbers
of pixels we use are Npix = 2562 and 1282 for 900 deg2 and
200 deg2 FOVs, respectively.

We calculate RMs with Equation (3) assuming one extra-
galactic radio source in each pixel, and construct mock RM
maps. For each map, we randomly rotate stacked simulation
boxes around the axis parallel to the regular magnetic field in
Table 1 (keeping the direction of the regular magnetic field)
and randomly shift box centers to avoid the repeat of the same
grid zones which would make artifacts in statistics. When the
integration reaches the top of a simulation box, the integration

proceeds into the next stacked box and the integration is contin-
ued. If the integration reaches the side of the simulation box, we
apply the periodic boundary condition to the side, and replicate
the box beyond the side.

We obtain 200 mock maps for each model listed in Table 1
and each FOV, and calculate statistical quantities. The quantities
shown below in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are the averages for 200
RM maps.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Two-dimensional Map

Figure 5 shows sample maps over a 30! "30! FOV. Maps due
to the regular components in the model ADON (leftmost panel)
and due to the random components in one of the 200 simulations
for ADON30 (second panel) are shown. The combined map due
to the regular and random components (third panel) as well
as the binned map of median RMs in 2! " 2! pixels (rightmost
panel) are also shown. We can see that the regular components of
density and magnetic field alone produce large-scale structures
of up to the FOV size. The structures highlight B% as induced by
the radial and azimuthal components of the spiral and toroidal
fields (the model shown does not include a poloidal field).
The random components of density and magnetic field, on
the other hand, produce complex structures, such as clump-
like and filament-like features, on angular scales of $1!–10!.
Such structures persist in the combined map.

Mao et al. (2010) showed binned maps of median RMs in
2! " 2! pixels toward the NGP and SGP, which were produced
from observational data. The maps display structures of a few
to several degrees. In our model, such structures are mostly the
consequence of the random components of density and magnetic
field (rightmost panel). Our results indicate that the random
components mainly produce the observed RM structures on
scales less than several degrees, while the regular components
contribute to larger scale structures.

3.2. Contribution from Regular Components

We first examine the statistics of RMs in maps due to
the regular components alone. We calculated the average,
µ =

"
RM/Npix, and the standard deviation, ! = {

"
(RM #

µ)2/(Npix # 1)}1/2, in maps for the models and FOVs we
consider. The resulting values are shown in Table 3. The
average is mainly determined by the existence of the poloidal
component of the GMF; µ $ 0 rad m#2 without the poloidal
component, or µ $ #4.8 rad m#2 and +5.6 rad m#2 toward the
NGP and SGP, respectively, if the dipole poloidal component

6

Today SKA1 SKA2 



The transient radio sky: exploring the unknown 

•  More than 10 “FRB” events now detected (after first “Lorimer” burst):    
                S = 0.5 – 1.3 Jy, Δt = 1 – 6 msec, DM = 550 – 1100 cm-3 pc 
•  Estimated event rate: 1x104 sky-1 day-1  
•  Completely unknown origin, possibly at cosmological distances  
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Fast Radio Bursts as a cosmological probe? 

(Zhou et al. 2014) (Ioka 2003) 

• large samples (~1000) of spectroscopically identified FRBs 
may provide a means of probing the missing baryons 

  (Fender ea; Macquart ea, SKA science book) 



The early history of structure formation in the Universe 

•  When did the Universe emerge from the Dark Ages? 
 
•   How did cosmic (re)ionization proceed? 
 
•   What was the neutral fraction of the IGM as a function of redshift? 

Figure from Robertson et al. 2010 



 
Probing the early universe with the 21cm line 

Dark 
Ages 

500 MHz"100"50"10"5"

50"

−50"

−100"

T
b  (m

K)"

100" 10"
1 + z!

Neutral Hydrogen 21 cm 
spin-flip transition provides 
probe of neutral 
intergalactic medium 
before and during 
formation of first stars 

Cosmic 
Dawn 

EoR 

ν = 1420 MHz/(1 + z) 
λ = 21 cm (1 + z) 

eg Pritchard & Loeb 



Footer text 

Physics of the 21cm HI line in the early Universe 
 
21cm spin temperature set by: 
 
•  radiative transitions (CMB) 

•  collisions 

•  Wouthysen-Field effect 
(resonant scattering of Lyα) 

 
 

Tb = 27 xHI (1 + δb) (1 –     ) (         )1/2 (                     )-1  mK    
 

Tγ    1 + z              δv/δr 
Ts      10           (1 + z) H(z) 

brightness temperature:  

neutral  
fraction 

baryon 
density 

spin 
temperature 

peculiar 
velocities 

2MTL4K 



Power spectrum of 21cm fluctuations during the 
EoR and Cosmic-Dawn 

 
•  Probing the EoR and Cosmic Dawn 

statistically (to z < 27) through 
fluctuations in the power spectrum. 
Sensitive to: 

Density of baryons (cosmology) 
 
Peculiar velocities (cosmology) 
 
Neutral fraction (reionization) 
 
Gas temperature (X-ray heating) 
 
Lyman Alpha flux (Lyα sources) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
eg Pritchard and Loeb 2008, 2010 



SKA1 21cm HI tomography of ionized bubbles 

• Detecting EoR structures in imaging mode (as distinct from 
statistically) on 5 arcmin scales with 1 mK RMS  

• Possibly imaging during the Cosmic Dawn (most likely PS)  

 
eg Mellema ea; Wyithe ea, SKA science book 
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no strong SNe feedback 

z=7.27  

 
efficient SNe feedback 
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Phase I of the Square Kilometer Array 

Radio interferometers and SKA precursors 

NRAO (J)VLA 
Socorro, NM 
73 MHz – 50 GHz 

GMRT 
Pune, India 
150–1400 MHz 

LOFAR 
Europe  
30 – 240 MHz 

MeerKAT 
Karoo, South Africa 
0.58 – 14.5 GHz 

ASKAP 
Western Australia 
700 – 1800 MHz 

MWA 
Western Australia  
80-300 MHz 



SKA global community 

SKA1 telescope sites 
South Africa                    Australia 



SKA site selection  

SKA1 telescope sites 
South Africa                    Australia 



Murchison Radio Astronomy Observatory 

; size of the Netherlands 

 => 0.002 km-2  

Australian engineering 
operations centre 

(Australian science operations and 
data processing centre in Perth) 



Karoo Radio Astronomy Reserve 

31 

500 km 

Capetown (South African science operations and data processing centre ) 



Overview of the SKA 
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•  SKA1–MID BMax = 156 km,    SKA1-LOW BMax = 65 km  

SKA1 Configurations  
 

miles
km

30000
60000



Toward the full SKA …  

 
 
 
Remote SKA2-MID stations in: Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, 
Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia 

•  SKA2–Dish, –LOW: Bmax ≈ 300 km “core”, ≈3000+ km remote 
miles
km

400000
700000

miles
km

400000
700000



Headline Science with SKA1 and SKA2 

SKA1 SKA2
Proto-planetary disks; imaging inside the 
snow/ice line (@ < 100pc), Searches for 

amino acids. 

Proto-planetary disks;  sub-AU imaging (@ < 
150 pc), Studies of amino acids. 

Targeted SETI: airport radar 10^4 nearby 
stars.

Ultra-sensitive SETI: airport radar 10^5 nearby 
star, TV ~10 stars.

1st detection of nHz-stochastic gravitational 
wave background. 

Gravitational wave astronomy of  discrete 
sources: constraining galaxy evolution, 
cosmological GWs and cosmic strings.

Discover and use  NS-NS and PSR-BH 
binaries to provide the best tests of gravity 

theories and General Relativity.

Find all ~40,000 visible pulsars in the Galaxy, 
use the most relativistic systems to test 

cosmic censorship and the no-hair theorem.

The role of magnetism from sub-galactic to 
Cosmic Web scales, the RM-grid @ 300/deg2.

The origin and amplification of cosmic 
magnetic fields, the RM-grid @ 5000/deg2.

Faraday tomography of extended sources, 
100pc resolution at 14Mpc, 1 kpc @ z ≈ 0.04.

Faraday tomography of extended sources, 
100pc resolution at 50Mpc, 1 kpc @ z ≈ 0.13.

Gas properties of 10^7 galaxies, <z> ≈ 0.3, 
evolution to z ≈ 1, BAO complement to Euclid.

Gas properties of 10^9 galaxies, <z> ≈ 1, 
evolution to z ≈ 5, world-class precision 

cosmology.

Detailed interstellar medium of nearby 
galaxies (3 Mpc) at 50pc resolution, diffuse 

IGM down to N_H < 10^17 at 1 kpc.

Detailed interstellar medium of nearby 
galaxies (10 Mpc) at 50pc resolution, diffuse 

IGM down to N_H < 10^17 at 1 kpc.

The Cradle of Life & Astrobiology

Strong-field Tests of Gravity with 
Pulsars and Black Holes

The Origin and Evolution of Cosmic 
Magnetism

Galaxy Evolution probed by Neutral 
Hydrogen



Headline Science with SKA1 and SKA2 

SKA1 SKA2
Use fast radio bursts to uncover the missing 

"normal" matter in the universe.

Fast radio bursts as unique probes of 
fundamental cosmological parameters and 

intergalactic magnetic fields.

Study feedback from the most energetic 
cosmic explosions and the disruption of stars 

by super-massive black holes.

Exploring the unknown: new exotic 
astrophysical phenomena in discovery phase 

space.

Star formation rates (10 M_Sun/yr  to z ~ 4). Star formation rates (10 M_Sun/yr to z ~ 10). 

Resolved star formation astrophysics (sub-kpc 
active regions at z ~ 1). 

 Resolved star formation astrophysics (sub-
kpc active regions at z ~ 6). 

Constraints on DE, modified gravity, the 
distribution & evolution of matter on super-

horizon scales: competitive to Euclid. 

Constraints on DE, modified gravity, the 
distribution & evolution of matter on super-

horizon scales: redefines state-of-art. 

Primordial non-Gaussianity and the matter 
dipole: 2x Euclid.

Primordial non-Gaussianity and the matter 
dipole: 10x Euclid.

Direct imaging of EoR structures (z = 6 - 12). Direct imaging of Cosmic Dawn structures           
(z = 12 - 30).

Power spectra of Cosmic Dawn down to 
arcmin scales, possible imaging at 10 arcmin. First glimpse of the Dark Ages (z > 30).

Cosmology & Dark Energy

Cosmic Dawn and the Epoch of 
Reionization

The Transient Radio Sky

Galaxy Evolution probed in the Radio 
Continuum



    

Sensitivity  



    

Survey speed  



    

Angular resolution 



Update on SKAO science activities   
•  June, 2014: “Advancing Astrophysics with the SKA”, Giardini 

Naxos, Italy  
 
 
•  July to August, 2014: prioritization of SKA1 science goals 

 
•  December: “5 years in the life’’ (full) SKA1 model observing 

schedule published 
 
 
 

 

•   more than 250 participants  
•   135 chapter submissions for new SKA science book 

•   initial set of 44 science goals submitted by 8 science 
working groups 

•   ranking undertaken by SKAO science team  
•   following review by science review panel, list of top 

13 high priority science goals was formulated and 
published 



Update on SKAO science activities   
•  Dec., 2014 to March, 2015: engineering consortium preliminary          

          design reviews   
 
•  Nov. to March, 2015: rebaselining to fit within the 650 MEuro                    

          construction cost cap 
 
•  August 2015: SKA science meeting in Stockholm 
 
 

 



High-level SKA1 Schedule 

2016 2015 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2014 

High level design 

Rebaselining submissions (RBS) 

Preliminary Design Review (elements) 

Detailed design 

Prototype systems deployed 

Critical Design Review 

SKA1 construction approved 
Procurement 

SKA1 early science 

SKA1 construction 

SKA2 detailed design 

Design consortia start 

SKA2 procurement 
SKA2 construction starts 

SKA2 concept development 

Board RBS approval 3-5 Mar 15 

15-22 Sep 14 

1 Nov 13 

Pre-construction Stage 1 

Pre-construction Stage 2 

New SKA Organisation in place 

Key Doc Set & Prospectus 
Formal negotiations 
Ratification of Agreements Organisation has minimum no. Members with Agreements ratified 

Agreements in Key Doc Set signed 

Andrea Casson, SKAO Project Controller, Sept 2014 

System PDR 

Integration testing on site 

Advanced Instrumentation Prog. 

KEY: Blue = SKA1 science & engineering; orange = policy; green = SKA2 



The Science Working Groups 
•  Astrobiology (“The Cradle of Life”) 

- Working Group Chairs: Melvin Hoare (UK) and Di Li 
(China) 

•  Extragalactic Continuum 
        - Working Group Chairs: Minh Huynh (AU) and           
           Rosella Cassano (IT) 
•  Cosmic Magnetism 

- Working Group Chairs: Melanie Johnston-Hollitt 
(NZ) and Russ Taylor (SA) 

•  Cosmology 
- Working Group Chairs: Mario Santos (SA and PT) 
and Xuelei Chen (China) 

•  Epoch of Reionisation & the Cosmic Dawn 
-  Working Group Chair: Jonathan Pritchard (UK) 

•  Extragalactic Spectral Line (non-HI) 
- Working Group Chairs: Rob Beswick (UK) and John 
Conway (Sweden) 

•  HI Galaxies 
-  Working Group Chairs: Erwin de Blok (SA) and 

Martin Meyer (NL) 
•  Our Galaxy 

-  Working Group Chairs: Grazia Umana (IT) and 
Mark Thompson (UK) 

 



The Science Working Groups 
•  Pulsars (“Strong field tests of gravity”) 

-  Working Group Chairs: Ben Stappers (UK) and 
Andrea Possenti (IT) 

•  Solar, Heliospheric and Ionospheric Physics 
- Working Group Chairs: Divya Oberoi (IN) and 
Eduard Kontar (UK) 

•  Transients 
- Working Group Chair: Rob Fender (UK) and                 
J.-P. Macquart  (AU) 



http://astronomers.skatelescope.org/ 


